
 
              Part1  
One school one child with a big secret 
‘Gems,’ Dale said ‘tiger jaguar chameleon black 
lion and omega.’ 
It was the 2nd of September 2009 and Dale was 
getting ready for school when an attack 
happened outside his house.  
‘Lisa will you get Olivia safely to school please’ 
Dale asked.  
‘Sure Dale I’ll get her there safely’ Lisa replied.  
‘Get in Gear, HA’ Dale yelled and it transformed 
into the Red Geared Spy and he took on The 
Wolf Attacker, where he recognised the voice 
then he took a Death Ray to the Grinders to 
block their robotic mechanisms but Dale didn’t 
notice that the Chameleon and Black Lion Gems 
went to two people called Matthew ‘Matt’ 
McCallion and Maisie Andrews and transformed 
them. 
‘I hate Grinders’ Dale said timidly. ‘Animal Sabre 
online these Grinders are dust completely.’ ‘Dale 
get to school quickly’ Kim reported. 
‘No problem dude’ Dale replied. 



When Dale got to school he saw that the two 
other spys were in trouble. 
‘I’m late enough, Get in Gear Tiger’ Dale said. 
‘Dale went into his 2nd battle on the same day, 
but Matt Maisie and Dale had no knowledge that 
they were apart of a bigger battle worse than 
they could imagine, because this was the day the 
Trion’s returned to take Dale Alexander Hayes 
of Trion back to his home planet ‘Trion’ the Lord 
President of Trion explained. After a long day at 
school dale and Matt teleported to the Geared 
Headquarters and the alarms blared. Maisie was 
in trouble, ‘Get in Gear’ she said as she had no 
time to say her spy coin name that is Chameleon. 
‘Matt ready’ Dale asked. 
Matt replied ‘ready.’ 
Then they both yelled ‘Get in Gear.’  
Matt-black lion 
Dale-Tiger 
‘Tiger bike, power up’ Dale said as he went to 
handle a giant monster called Nimrod. 
Dale scoffed ‘whoa that’s one ugly creep tiger 
cycle.’  
Dale jumped into the Tiger Cycle and formed it 
into the Tiger Mega Robot. 
‘Nimrod you’re going down’ Dale told him. 
 
           Part II 



Dale was still fighting Nimrod and the Tiger 
Mega Robot was nearly destroyed but Dale’s 
robot Alpha-5 noticed that the Jaguar and 
Omega gems went to the two girls called Andrea 
and Jacqueline received them so Alpha contacted 
Dale about what happened ‘Dale the jaguar and 
omega gems have went a.w.a.l to two humans. 
What should I do ai yi yi yi?’ 
   ‘Pack your bags Nimrod you’re history’ Dale 
said. 
Dale kept battling Nimrod and then he was able 
to destroy Nimrod and he went to retrieve the 
gems.  
‘The signal is originating from Ahoghill’ Alpha 
reported. 
‘Right-o Alpha I’ll get there now’ Dale said ‘Air 
Skateboard.’ 
Dayle used the air skateboard to go and find two 
girls called Andréa and Jacqueline Neill. 
‘WHOA’ Dayle said ‘Grinders.’ 
Dale had to fight again and now he had mass 
body odour from 3 battles in an hour from 3 
battles in an hour so he used his animal sabre on 
the Grinders  
‘Come with me’ dale told Andréa and Jacqueline 
as he took them to the head spy base. 
‘What are they doing here’ Maisie asked   

Part III 



Dayle whooped when he got on his bike ‘Red to 
the Rescue’ he said. 
Dayle went off to find an alien signal that was 
transmitting a message ‘Come to Earth anilate 
humans’ so Dayle went into a bad mood so he 
was going to the source of the signal. 
Dayle asked the robot ‘Who flip are you’  
Teneya generation 7 Venjix attack bot human 
infiltration I am your mind I will destroy Y.O.U.  
‘Put a sock in it will you’ dayle told her so they 
began to battle  
The alarms blared and Matt said ‘Dayle’s in 
some serious trouble ladies, with some dude.’ 
Jacqueline Andi Matt and Maisie all yelled ‘Get 
in Gear’ 
Jacqueline-Omega 
Matt-Black-Lion 
Maisie-Chamelon 
Andi-Jaguar 
Producing the 12th team of Head real badly by 
Teneya then Teneya started to fly and then 
said ‘You’ll have to fly to defeat me.’ 
‘Put a cork in it will you’ Dayle told her. 
Teneya then added ‘I will kill your friends’ 
‘Spoke when you’re spoken to!’ Dayle replied. 
Dayle used his animal sabre to defeat Teneya 7 
but she escaped, but that made Dayle furious 
and by that time the others had got there. 



A 20ft robot came with the orders to destroy 
the Geared Spys. 
‘Time for you lot to go big’ Dayle said 

Part IV 
‘We can do it as Dayle and I have done it before 
in MAD and Race’ Matt explained. 
‘If we can do it so can you’ Dayle told them. 
‘Now lets do it’ Andi said 
Andi Matt and Maisie formed the Geared Robot 

  By sending for the animal robots to form 
together ad Jacqueline and Dayle called for the 
Omegamax and Tiger robot  

‘Geared Max Robot’ ‘Mega Tiger Robot’ 
‘Omegamax Mega Robot they yelled. 

They quickly destroyed the creep and teleported 
to base. Kim had some bad news… 

FIN 


